Why You Should

Support Us!
EIKE is at the forefront in the battle for freedom
and liberty, climate realism, reliable ecological
and economically priced energy, free enterprise,
and against collectivism.
EIKE is connecting scientists, decision makers,
activists, and enthusiasts from all over the
world. We discuss new scientifical findings, energy trends, and solutions that go unregarded by
main stream politics and media, but hold great
potential for our common wealth.
EIKE is battling against short-sighted and unsustainable approaches for our future energy sources, that not only endanger energy security, but
also environment and wealth.
EIKE is entirely privately funded. We need your
support, so we can avert narrow-minded ideological decisions that are endangering wealth and
economic power in Germany and in Europe.

EIKE

Introducing EIKE

The European Institute
for Climate and Energy

Germany‘s Leading
Private Think Tank
On Climate And
Energy Questions

info@eike-klima-energie.eu
EikeKlimaEnergie
@EIKEeV

„Not Our Climate Is In
Jeopardy – Freedom Is.“

EIKE e.V.
IBAN: DE34 8309 4454 0042 4292 01
BIC/SWIFT: GENODEF1RUJ
P.O. Box 110111, 07722 Jena, Germany

www.eike-klima-energie.eu
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EIKE promotes and distributes peer-reviewed
academic papers on climate and energy research, organizes international scientific conferences, and serves as an unideological forum
for climate and energy facts. Our members are
appraised scientists and academics who know
their professions and provide their expertise.

EIKE is active in connecting decision makers and
the scientific community. We aspire to informing
the general public about climate and energy
facts so this knowledge will be transported into
politics in order to provide valuable solutions
for a future free from political ideologies.
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EIKE is a privately owned, independent, and
non-profit organization, that is charitable under
German law. We envisage a society free from
today‘s biased so-called climate science that is
paving the way for restrictive laws which curtail civil rights and dramatically revise fiscal and
energy policies.

EIKE fights for judging energy sources based on
their economic efficiency, their reliability and
security, and their sustainability. We want an
energy future that is affordable for all and friendly to the environment at the same time – not
destructive to nature and empoverishing the
people, just for climate reasons.
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